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DEFINITION

The Portfolio Map
A strategic management tool to simultaneously 
visualize, analyze, and manage the business mod-
els you are improving and growing and the future 
business models you are searching for and testing.

Explore Portfolio

Your portfolio of innovation 
projects, new business mod-
els, new value propositions, 
new products and services, 
all mapped out in terms of 
Expected Return  
and Innovation Risk. 

Exploit Portfolio

Your portfolio of existing 
businesses, value proposi-
tions, products and services, 
all mapped out in terms 
of Return and Death and 
Disruption Risk. Innovation Risk

The risk that a (convincing)  
business idea is going to fail.  
Risk is high when there is little  
evidence beyond slides and 
spreadsheets to support the 
success chances of an idea. Risk 
decreases with the amount of 
evidence that supports the desir-
ability, feasibility, viability, and 
adaptability of a business idea.

Expected Return
How lucrative a business idea 
could be for the company if it 
turned out to be successful. 

Death & Disruption Risk
The risk that a business is  
going to die or get disrupted.  
Risk is high when a business  
is either emerging and still  
vulnerable, or when a business  
is under threat of disruption  
from technology, competition, 
regulatory changes, or other 
trends. Risk decreases with the 
moats protecting your business. 

Return
How lucrative a business area  
is for the company. 
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Explore

EXPLOIT

Exploit 
Actions

Acquire 
A exists, outside the portfolio 
↓
A belongs to the portfolio

The activity of buying an outside 
business to either create a new 
stand-alone business or to 
merge it with one of your existing 
businesses. 

Partner
A belongs to the portfolio,  
B exists outside the portfolio 
↓
A still belongs to the portfolio, 
reinforced by B,  
B exists outside the portfolio

The activity of partnering with an 
outside business to strengthen 
one or more of your business 
models. 

Invest
A exists, outside the portfolio 
↓
A partly belongs to the portfolio

The decision to invest fully or  
partially in an outside business  
to bolster your portfolio.

Improve
A belongs to the portfolio 
↓ 
A is transformed into B,  
inside the portfolio

The activity of renovating an  
outdated business model to  
shift it toward a new, more  
competitive business model. 

Merge
A exists, outside the portfolio,  
B exists inside the portfolio 
↓
A is acquired and merged with B, 
inside the portfolio

The activity of merging 
an acquired outside or owned 
inside business with one or sev-
eral owned businesses.

Divest
A belongs to the portfolio 
↓ 
A still exists but outside the 
portfolio 

The activity of disengaging from 
one of your business models. This 
can either be in the form of selling 
it to another company, to inves-
tors, or to the current manage-
ment (management buyout).

Dismantle
A belongs to the portfolio 
↓ 
A is killed 

The activity of ending and  
disintegrating a business. 

GROW

There are seven actions you can perform 
in your EXPLOIT portfolio. All of them are 
related to managing your existing business 
models and aligning it with your corporate 
identity. This may include everything from 
adding new businesses all the way to getting 
rid of some that don’t fit anymore. It also 
includes improving existing business models 
incrementally or radically, which you will 
indicate in your EXPLOIT portfolio in order to 
reduce disruption risk. However, you will test 
this improvement in your EXPLORE portfolio, 
in order to reduce the innovation risk. 

Potential Actions in the Exploit Portfolio

Acquire

Partner

Invest

Merge Improve

Divest

Dismantle
See p.XXX in MANAGE for more on exploit portfolio actions.

Partner
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Merge Improve
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See p.XXX in MANAGE for more on exploit portfolio actions. Invest
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Potential Actions in the Exploit Portfolio

Acquire

Partner

Invest

Merge Improve

Divest

Dismantle
See p.XXX in MANAGE for more on exploit portfolio actions.
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 Illustration — Logitech 
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DEFINITION

The Portfolio Map
A strategic management tool to simultaneously 
visualize, analyze, and manage the business mod-
els you are improving and growing and the future 
business models you are searching for and testing.
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els, new value propositions, 
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business idea is going to fail.  
Risk is high when there is little  
evidence beyond slides and 
spreadsheets to support the 
success chances of an idea. Risk 
decreases with the amount of 
evidence that supports the desir-
ability, feasibility, viability, and 
adaptability of a business idea.

Expected Return
How lucrative a business idea 
could be for the company if it 
turned out to be successful. 

Death & Disruption Risk
The risk that a business is  
going to die or get disrupted.  
Risk is high when a business  
is either emerging and still  
vulnerable, or when a business  
is under threat of disruption  
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moats protecting your business. 

Return
How lucrative a business area  
is for the company. 
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spreadsheets to support the 
success chances of an idea. Risk 
decreases with the amount of 
evidence that supports the desir-
ability, feasibility, viability, and 
adaptability of a business idea.

Expected Return
How lucrative a business idea 
could be for the company if it 
turned out to be successful. 

Death & Disruption Risk
The risk that a business is  
going to die or get disrupted.  
Risk is high when a business  
is either emerging and still  
vulnerable, or when a business  
is under threat of disruption  
from technology, competition, 
regulatory changes, or other 
trends. Risk decreases with the 
moats protecting your business. 

Return
How lucrative a business area  
is for the company. 
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DEFINITION

The Portfolio Map
A strategic management tool to simultaneously 
visualize, analyze, and manage the business mod-
els you are improving and growing and the future 
business models you are searching for and testing.

Explore Portfolio

Your portfolio of innovation 
projects, new business mod-
els, new value propositions, 
new products and services, 
all mapped out in terms of 
Expected Return  
and Innovation Risk. 

Exploit Portfolio

Your portfolio of existing 
businesses, value proposi-
tions, products and services, 
all mapped out in terms 
of Return and Death and 
Disruption Risk. Innovation Risk

The risk that a (convincing)  
business idea is going to fail.  
Risk is high when there is little  
evidence beyond slides and 
spreadsheets to support the 
success chances of an idea. Risk 
decreases with the amount of 
evidence that supports the desir-
ability, feasibility, viability, and 
adaptability of a business idea.

Expected Return
How lucrative a business idea 
could be for the company if it 
turned out to be successful. 

Death & Disruption Risk
The risk that a business is  
going to die or get disrupted.  
Risk is high when a business  
is either emerging and still  
vulnerable, or when a business  
is under threat of disruption  
from technology, competition, 
regulatory changes, or other 
trends. Risk decreases with the 
moats protecting your business. 

Return
How lucrative a business area  
is for the company. 

Innovation Risk 

EXPLOIT

EXPLORE

A
Ideate

A
B

Pivot A
Retire

A

Persevere

Transfer

A A

EXPLORE

Explore Actions
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Manage

Strategic  
Direction

Organisational  
Culture

Brand  
Image

Corporate  
Identity

PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT

Aspirations

Strategic  
Direction

Organizational  
Culture

Brand  
Image

Corporate  
Identity

l’image que vous souhaitez 
projeter vers le monde extérieur

comportements attendus 
par vos collaborateurs

Hatch & Schultz (2003)

vos aspirations 
pour votre organisation

Who we are

Strategic  
Direction

Organisational  
Culture

Brand  
Image

Corporate  
Identity

Définir … 
les performances attendues 
les arènes où jouer à long terme 
les ressources à développer

Where to Play …

PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT

Portfolio Guidance

 Illustration — Danone 
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DEFINITION

The Portfolio Map
A strategic management tool to simultaneously 
visualize, analyze, and manage the business mod-
els you are improving and growing and the future 
business models you are searching for and testing.

Explore Portfolio

Your portfolio of innovation 
projects, new business mod-
els, new value propositions, 
new products and services, 
all mapped out in terms of 
Expected Return  
and Innovation Risk. 

Exploit Portfolio

Your portfolio of existing 
businesses, value proposi-
tions, products and services, 
all mapped out in terms 
of Return and Death and 
Disruption Risk. Innovation Risk

The risk that a (convincing)  
business idea is going to fail.  
Risk is high when there is little  
evidence beyond slides and 
spreadsheets to support the 
success chances of an idea. Risk 
decreases with the amount of 
evidence that supports the desir-
ability, feasibility, viability, and 
adaptability of a business idea.

Expected Return
How lucrative a business idea 
could be for the company if it 
turned out to be successful. 

Death & Disruption Risk
The risk that a business is  
going to die or get disrupted.  
Risk is high when a business  
is either emerging and still  
vulnerable, or when a business  
is under threat of disruption  
from technology, competition, 
regulatory changes, or other 
trends. Risk decreases with the 
moats protecting your business. 

Return
How lucrative a business area  
is for the company. 
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DEFINITION

The Portfolio Map
A strategic management tool to simultaneously 
visualize, analyze, and manage the business mod-
els you are improving and growing and the future 
business models you are searching for and testing.

Explore Portfolio

Your portfolio of innovation 
projects, new business mod-
els, new value propositions, 
new products and services, 
all mapped out in terms of 
Expected Return  
and Innovation Risk. 

Exploit Portfolio

Your portfolio of existing 
businesses, value proposi-
tions, products and services, 
all mapped out in terms 
of Return and Death and 
Disruption Risk. Innovation Risk

The risk that a (convincing)  
business idea is going to fail.  
Risk is high when there is little  
evidence beyond slides and 
spreadsheets to support the 
success chances of an idea. Risk 
decreases with the amount of 
evidence that supports the desir-
ability, feasibility, viability, and 
adaptability of a business idea.

Expected Return
How lucrative a business idea 
could be for the company if it 
turned out to be successful. 

Death & Disruption Risk
The risk that a business is  
going to die or get disrupted.  
Risk is high when a business  
is either emerging and still  
vulnerable, or when a business  
is under threat of disruption  
from technology, competition, 
regulatory changes, or other 
trends. Risk decreases with the 
moats protecting your business. 

Return
How lucrative a business area  
is for the company. 

Innovation Risk 

EXPLOIT

EXPLORE

12 13

1 2 3 4
Design
Design the Team 
p. 207

Shape the Idea 
p. 207

Experiments
Select an Experiment 
p. 207

Discovery 
p. 207

Validation 
p. 207

Test
Hypothesize 
p. 207

Experiment 
p. 207

Learn 
p. 207

Decide 
p. 207

Manage 
p. 207

Mindset
Avoid Pitfalls 
p. 207

Lead through  
Experimentation 
p. 207

Organize for  
Experiments 
p. 207

AFTERWORD 
p. 207

TEST

DESIGN

Ideate

Prototype

Assess

Learn

Decide

Hypothesize

Experiment

Discovery

Increase Expected Return

Reduce Innovation Risk

Ideate
Prototype

Assess Hypothesize

ExperimentLearn

EXPLORE

Design and Test

 Illustration — Bosch 



MEASURE 
Innovation Metrics

BUSINESS  
MODEL
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INNOVATION METRICS

Portfolio
You can visualize the state of your explore 
portfolio, once you get every one of your 
teams to track the Key Performance 
Indicators of their individual explore project. 
This gives you a powerful overview of the 
financial potential of your ideas in explora-
tion and their current risk level. Equipped 
with this data and overview you can make 
better investment decisions and decide 
which projects to fund and support and 
which projects to retire. 
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Business Model Portfolio (EXPLORE)

PROJECT 

Expected revenues 
Testing costs / Time running

PROJECT F 

$100m 
$10k / 3  wks

PROJECT C 

$205m 
$180k / 4  mos.

PROJECT G 

$400m 
$20k / 1 wk

PROJECT H 

$780m 
$20k / 1 wk

PROJECT E 

$500m 
$150k / 1 mos.

PROJECT A 

$750m 
$1m / 12 mos.

PROJECT D 

$440m 
$120k / 3  mos.

PROJECT B 

$150m 
$500k / 9  mos.

LEGEND:
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HYPOTHÈSES
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INNOVATION METRICS

Portfolio
You can visualize the state of your explore 
portfolio, once you get every one of your 
teams to track the Key Performance 
Indicators of their individual explore project. 
This gives you a powerful overview of the 
financial potential of your ideas in explora-
tion and their current risk level. Equipped 
with this data and overview you can make 
better investment decisions and decide 
which projects to fund and support and 
which projects to retire. 
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Business Model Portfolio (EXPLORE)

PROJECT 

Expected revenues 
Testing costs / Time running

PROJECT F 

$100m 
$10k / 3  wks

PROJECT C 

$205m 
$180k / 4  mos.

PROJECT G 

$400m 
$20k / 1 wk

PROJECT H 

$780m 
$20k / 1 wk

PROJECT E 

$500m 
$150k / 1 mos.

PROJECT A 

$750m 
$1m / 12 mos.

PROJECT D 

$440m 
$120k / 3  mos.

PROJECT B 

$150m 
$500k / 9  mos.

LEGEND:

-

-+

+

EXPLORE

Innovation Metrics

Mesurer: 

Risque & incertitude 

Retour attendu 

Vitesse d'apprentissage 

Coûts

EXPLORE 
PORTFOLIO
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DEFINITION

Innovation 
Metrics
 
In innovation, the main task is not to 
measure if you are on time and on 
budget, which are key metrics in an 
execution project. In innovation and 
exploration it is crucial to measure 
whether you are reducing the risk and 
uncertainty of new business ideas 
before you invest big and scale.

For every exploration project you need  
to track four main key performance  
indicators (KPIs):

• Risk and Uncertainty 
How much have you de-risked an  
idea so far? How much risk remains?

• Expected Profitability 
How big might the idea be in  
financial terms?

• Learning Velocity and Time Spent 
How much time have you spent so far? 
How much have you learned during  
this time?

• Cost 
How much have you spent to test  
this idea?

Risk and uncertainty are measured  
at three different levels:

1 . Hypothesis Level
 
By breaking down an idea into smaller 
chunks you can understand and test risk 
at a more granular level. We call this the 
hypotheses underlying your idea. In other 
words, the most important things that need 
to be true for your idea to work. If you don’t 
have recent evidence to support or refute a 
hypothesis, you need to test to reduce risk 
and uncertainty.  

2. Business Model Level
 
At the business model level you look at all 
the important hypotheses underlying your 
idea. The more unproven hypotheses you 
have, the riskier your idea. To de-risk an idea 
you need to test the most important hypoth-
eses until you are confident that the idea 
could work. 

3. Portfolio Level
 
At the portfolio level you look at all the ideas 
you currently have and how much you’ve 
de-risked them so far. You also look at the 
financial potential of each one. 

Search and find Objective Execute and scale

Low Predictability High

Reduction of risk and  
uncertainty of new ideas

Key Performance 
Indicators

On time and on budget

Learn and adapt Key Activity Plan and implement

Okay (cheap and fast) Failure Not an option

Investment to learn Cost of Failure Loss = Punishment

Expected ROI Financials Real ROI

Exploration Exploitation

JUDGING 
Project Scorecard
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INNOVATION METRICS

Portfolio 
Level
You can visualize the state of your Explore 
portfolio once you get your teams to track 
the KPIs of their individual explore project. 
This gives you a powerful overview of the 
financial potential of your ideas in explora-
tion and their current risk level. Equipped 
with this data and overview you can make 
better investment decisions and decide 
which projects to fund and support and 
which projects to retire. 

Business Model Portfolio (Explore)

PROJECT 

Expected revenues 
Testing costs / Time running

PROJECT C 

$205 million 
$180 thousand / 
4  months

PROJECT H 

$780 million 
$1 million /  
12 monthsPROJECT E 

$500 million 
$150 thousand / 
1  months

PROJECT A 

$750 million 
$5,800 /  
8 weeks

PROJECT D 

$440 million 
$120 thousand / 
3  months

PROJECT B 

$150 million 
$500 thousand / 
9  months

LEGEND:
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HYPOTHESIS 1 10% 

HYPOTHESIS 2 7.5% 

HYPOTHESIS 3  7.5% 

HYPOTHESIS 4 15% 

HYPOTHESIS 5 10% 

HYPOTHESIS 6 15% 

HYPOTHESIS 9 10% 

HYPOTHESIS 7 15% 

HYPOTHESIS 8 10%

EXP. 1  $0.2K 

EXP. 2  $0.5K 

EXP. 3, EXP. 4 $1.2K 

EXP. 5  $1.3K 

EXP. 6, EXP. 7  $0.5K 

EXP. 8  $0.2K 

EXP. 12   $0.7K 

EXP. 9, EXP. 10 $0.2K 

EXP. 11  $1K

$5,800 70%

v/ 

X 

v/ 

X

v/ 

?

v/ 

v/ 

?

0.75 

1

1 

1

0.5 

0.25 

0.5 

10% x 0.75 = 7.5% 

0% 

7.5% x 1 = 7.5% 

Persevere 

Pivot

Persevere

Pivot 

Persevere

Re-test 

Persevere

Persevere

Re-test

$1 billion

$250 million

0%

10% x 0.5 = 5%  

0%

10% x 0.25 = 2.5% 

15% x 0.5 = 7.5% 

0%

PROJECT  A  9/12/2020 8 weeks

Learning Log Actions

Expected 
Return

Experiment LogHypotheses Log

Project Metrics

Name

Name Start Date Project Duration

Name Cost 
$

Overall 
Cost 
$

Innovation  
Risk Level 
%

Insight Confidence 
#0 –1

Risk Reduction 
= Risk x Confidence

Revenue Potential

Expected 
Return 
$

Cost Structure

Re-test, Shelve, 
Perservere, Pivot

Risk 
%

Desirability

Viability

Adaptability

Feasibility

$750 million

PROJECT F 

$100 million 
$10 thousand / 
3  weeks

PROJECT G 

$400 million 
$20 thousand / 
1 week

50 51

Risk Reduction · Feasibility Evidence

KEY RESOURCES 
We have the right technologies and resources to 
create our value proposition.

KEY ACTIVITIES 
We have the right capabilities to handle the most 
critical activities for creating our value proposition.

KEY PARTNERS 
We have found the right key partners who are 
willing to work with us to create and deliver our 
value proposition. 

Risk Reduction · Viability Evidence

REVENUES 
We know how much our customers are willing to 
pay us and how they will pay. 

COSTS 
We know our costs for creating and delivering the 
value proposition. 

Risk Reduction · Adaptability Evidence

INDUSTRY FORCES 
Our idea/project is well positioned to succeed 
against established competitors and new emerg-
ing players.

MARKET FORCES 
Our idea/project takes known and emerging mar-
ket shifts into account.

KEY TRENDS 
Our idea/project is well positioned to benefit from 
key technology, regulatory, cultural and societal 
trends.

MACRO-ECONOMIC FORCES 
Our idea/project is adapted to known and emerg-
ing macro-economic and infrastructure trends.

Opportunity Value

We understand the financial potential of our idea.

EXPLORE

Project  
Scorecard

Strategic Fit Alignment

CORPORATE IDENTITY 
Our idea/project is aligned with our corporate 
identity (strategic direction, organizational culture, 
brand image).

INNOVATION GUIDANCE 
Our idea/project is aligned with our company’s 
innovation guidance.

LEADERSHIP SUPPORT 
Our idea/project has support from at least one key 
sponsor who can help it become reality.

Risk Reduction · Desirability Evidence

CUSTOMER SEGMENT 
Our critical customer segments have the jobs, 
pains, and gains relevant for selling our value 
proposition.

VALUE PROPOSITION 
Our value proposition resonates with our critical 
customer segments. 

CHANNELS 
We have found the best channel(s) to reach and 
acquire our critical customer segments. 

CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP 
We have developed the right relationships to 
retain customers and repeatedly earn from them.

none

unclear

little

poor to little

good

strong

strong

very strong

potential

some good

unclear

unclear

unclear

<$100K

poor to little

poor to little

poor to little

$3M+

strong

strong

strong

$50M+

very strong

very strong

very strong

$100M+

some good

some good

some good

$10M+

Icon?

50 51

Risk Reduction · Feasibility Evidence

KEY RESOURCES 
We have the right technologies and resources to 
create our value proposition.

KEY ACTIVITIES 
We have the right capabilities to handle the most 
critical activities for creating our value proposition.

KEY PARTNERS 
We have found the right key partners who are 
willing to work with us to create and deliver our 
value proposition. 

Risk Reduction · Viability Evidence

REVENUES 
We know how much our customers are willing to 
pay us and how they will pay. 

COSTS 
We know our costs for creating and delivering the 
value proposition. 

Risk Reduction · Adaptability Evidence

INDUSTRY FORCES 
Our idea/project is well positioned to succeed 
against established competitors and new emerg-
ing players.

MARKET FORCES 
Our idea/project takes known and emerging mar-
ket shifts into account.

KEY TRENDS 
Our idea/project is well positioned to benefit from 
key technology, regulatory, cultural and societal 
trends.

MACRO-ECONOMIC FORCES 
Our idea/project is adapted to known and emerg-
ing macro-economic and infrastructure trends.

Opportunity Value

We understand the financial potential of our idea.

EXPLORE

Project  
Scorecard

Strategic Fit Alignment

CORPORATE IDENTITY 
Our idea/project is aligned with our corporate 
identity (strategic direction, organizational culture, 
brand image).

INNOVATION GUIDANCE 
Our idea/project is aligned with our company’s 
innovation guidance.

LEADERSHIP SUPPORT 
Our idea/project has support from at least one key 
sponsor who can help it become reality.

Risk Reduction · Desirability Evidence

CUSTOMER SEGMENT 
Our critical customer segments have the jobs, 
pains, and gains relevant for selling our value 
proposition.

VALUE PROPOSITION 
Our value proposition resonates with our critical 
customer segments. 

CHANNELS 
We have found the best channel(s) to reach and 
acquire our critical customer segments. 

CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP 
We have developed the right relationships to 
retain customers and repeatedly earn from them.
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unclear
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very strong
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some good

some good
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Innovation Risk

Potential Actions in the Explore Portfolio

EXPLORE

Explore 
Actions

Ideate
A still exists but outside  
the portfolio 
↓  
A belongs to the portfolio

The activity of turning market 
opportunities, technologies, prod-
ucts, or services into first business 
model and value proposition pro-
totypes. This typically happens in 
a workshop setting. At this stage, 
there is no real evidence that 
significantly reduces innovation 
risk, only assumptions that you 
plan to test. You capture results in 
slides and spreadsheets. 

 

Retire
A belongs to the portfolio 
↓ 
A is killed

The decision to kill a search proj-
ect based on evidence or lack of 
strategic fit. The evidence might 
show that an idea won't work in 
reality or that the profit potential 
is insufficient. 

 
Spinout
A belongs to the portfolio  
↓
A still exists but outside  
the portfolio 

The decision to spin out rather 
than to kill a promising idea. This 
can either be in the form of selling 
it to another company, to inves-
tors, or to the team that explored 
the idea. The company might 
invest in the spinout, or buy it 
back at a later less-risky stage.  

 
Transfer
A belongs to the Explore portfolio  
↓ 
A is transferred to the Exploit 
portfolio 

The decision to move a business 
model idea from exploration to 
exploitation based on strong 
evidence. This typically happens 
once you’ve produced strong 
evidence of desirability, feasibil-
ity, viability, and adaptability. 
Transferring requires finding a 
good home in the exploit portfolio. 
This may be as part of an existing 
business or as a new stand-alone 
business.

There are seven actions you perform in your 
EXPLORE portfolio. All of them are related 
to shaping and testing new business ideas 
in order to improve their return and reduce 
their innovation risk. The exploration of new 
ideas may include everything from radically 
new business models all the way to testing 
incremental improvements of existing busi-
ness models in the EXPLOIT portfolio.  

Transfer

Spinout

Pivot

Invest

Retire

Ideate

Persevere

Invest
A exists, outside the portfolio 
↓
A partly belongs to the portfolio 

The decision to invest fully or 
partially in an outside start-up or 
exploration project to bolster your 
portfolio of internal projects. 

 
Persevere
A belongs to the portfolio 
↓ 
A is unchanged, inside the portfolio

The decision to continue testing 
an idea based on evidence. This 
typically happens after gaining 
insights you feel confident about 
from the analysis of the evidence. 
You persevere by further testing 
the same hypothesis with a stron-
ger experiment, or by moving on 
to your next important hypothesis. 

 
Pivot
A belongs to the portfolio  
↓
A is changed into B, inside the 
portfolio 

The decision to make a significant 
change to one or more elements 
of your business model. This 
typically happens after learning 
that the idea you’ve been testing 
won’t work in reality without 
major modifications. A pivot often 
means that some of your earlier 
evidence may be irrelevant to 
your new trajectory. It usually 
requires re-testing elements of 
your business model that you've 
already tested.   

The idea to visualize actions with a triangle emerged  
after a discussion with Luis Felipe Cisneros. See p.XXX  
in MANAGE for more on Explore Portfolio Actions.

Transfer

EXPLORE ACTIONS

Project Scorecard

DECISIONS



Patterns ‣Une configuration reproductible de différents 
blocs du BMC pour renforcer le modèle 
d’affaires d'une organisation

Business Model Pattern

140 141

Greenfield
The companies we portray in this section  
all started from a blank sheet. They built 
business models from scratch around a 
technology, market opportunity, or trend. 
They all disrupted an industry by applying 
powerful business model patterns unheard 
of in that industry.

Pattern
We highlight nine different invent patterns 
with 27 flavors that new ventures and  
established companies can apply to build 
better, more competitive business models. 
We describe each pattern so that you can 
make use of it as a reference library.

Case Illustration
Each case serves to highlight a pattern 
in action. We don’t outline the company’s 
entire business model — just show how  
it applied a particular pattern to build  
a more competitive business model.  
In reality, an entire business model might 
combine several patterns. 

Invent  
Patterns 

Greenfield

Flavor
Each pattern has two or 
more different flavors. 
These are variations of a 
particular pattern to help 
you understand different 
ways to apply the pattern 
in question. 

Pattern

Case Illustration
Legend

 – Greenfield  

 – Business Model 
Pattern

 – Case  
Illustration

 – Pattern  
Building Blocks

 – Optional Pattern 
Building Blocks

 – Original Business  
Model Blocks 

 – Other Business  
Model Blocks

3
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DEFINITION

The Portfolio Map
A strategic management tool to simultaneously 
visualize, analyze, and manage the business mod-
els you are improving and growing and the future 
business models you are searching for and testing.

Explore Portfolio

Your portfolio of innovation 
projects, new business mod-
els, new value propositions, 
new products and services, 
all mapped out in terms of 
Expected Return  
and Innovation Risk. 

Exploit Portfolio

Your portfolio of existing 
businesses, value proposi-
tions, products and services, 
all mapped out in terms 
of Return and Death and 
Disruption Risk. Innovation Risk
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Expected Return
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regulatory changes, or other 
trends. Risk decreases with the 
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How lucrative a business area  
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Pattern

Case Illustration

INVENT

Invent Patterns

Business Models Canvas

Backstage  
Disruption
• Resource Castles 
• Activity Differentiators 
• Scalers

Profit Formula  
Disruption
• Revenue Differentiators 
• Cost Differentiators 
• Margin Masters

Frontstage 
Disruption
• Market Explorers 
• Channel Kings 
• Gravity Creators
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Shift Pattern Library

Value  
Proposition Shifts 

p. XXX From Product to  
 Recurring Service 

p. XXX From Low-Tech to High-Tech 

p. XXX From Sales to Platform

Frontstage  
Driven Shifts 

p. XXX From Niche Market  
 to Mass Market

p. XXX From B2B to B2(B2)C 

p. XXX  From Low Touch  
 to High Touch

Profit Formula  
Driven Shifts 

p. XXX  From High Cost to Low Cost

p. XXX  From Transactional  
 to Recurring Revenue

p. XXX  From Conventional  
 to Contrarian

Backstage  
Driven Shifts 

p. XXX From Dedicated Resources  
 to Multi-Usage Resources

p. XXX  From Asset Heavy  
 to Asset Light
 
p. XXX  From Closed to Open 
 (Innovation)

EPICENTERS

Invent Patterns 
Library

TRIGGER QUESTION 
Comment pourrions-nous retenir 
nos clients et rendre plus difficile 
leur transfert vers la concurrence?

Assessment Question 
Est-il facile ou difficile pour nos clients de 
quitter ou de passer à la concurrence?

Lock in 
Customers

Gravity  
Creators

 Exercise — iPod 
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turned out to be successful. 
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IMPROVE

Exploit Portfolio

Shift Pattern

New Business Model

Original  
Business Model

IMPROVE

Shift Patterns
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Shift Pattern Library

Value  
Proposition Shifts 

p. XXX From Product to  
 Recurring Service 

p. XXX From Low-Tech to High-Tech 

p. XXX From Sales to Platform

Frontstage  
Driven Shifts 

p. XXX From Niche Market  
 to Mass Market

p. XXX From B2B to B2(B2)C 

p. XXX  From Low Touch  
 to High Touch

Profit Formula  
Driven Shifts 

p. XXX  From High Cost to Low Cost

p. XXX  From Transactional  
 to Recurring Revenue

p. XXX  From Conventional  
 to Contrarian

Backstage  
Driven Shifts 

p. XXX From Dedicated Resources  
 to Multi-Usage Resources

p. XXX  From Asset Heavy  
 to Asset Light
 
p. XXX  From Closed to Open 
 (Innovation)

Backstage  
Driven Shift
• From Dedicated to Multi-Usage 
• From Asset Heavy to Asset Light 
• From Closed to Open (innovation)

Profit Formula Driven Shift
• From High Cost to Low Cost 
• From Transactional to recurring revenue 
• From Conventional to Contrarian

Frontstage 
Driven Shift
• From Niche to Mass Market 
• From B2B to B2(B2)C 
• From Low to High Touch

Value Proposition Shift
• From Product to Service 
• From Low-Tech to High-Tech 
• From Sales to Platform

EPICENTERS

Shift Pattern Library



From Product  
to Recurring Service

SALES 

CHANNEL

PRODUCT-

RELATED COST

PRODUCT- 

RELATED 

ACTIVITIES
∗

PRODUCT

CUSTOMER 

SEGMENT

SALES

PRODUCT-

RELATED 

RESOURCES

Original product business model

Recurring service pattern

CUSTOMER 

SEGMENT

 product business model

CUSTOMER 

SEGMENT

Recurring service patternCOST OF 

SERVICE

SERVICE 

DELIVERY 

CHANNELS

GET CUSTOMER 

TO USE SERVICE

UPFRONT 

CUSTOMER 

ACQUISITION 

COST

RECURRING 

REVENUE

CUSTOMER 

SEGMENT

∗ 
SERVICE

SERVICE 

PROVISIONING

SERVICE 

RESOURCES

QUESTIONS FOR LEADERS 
Comment pourrions-nous augmenter les revenus 
récurrents et prévisibles en fournissant un service, 
plutôt qu'en vendant un produit?

[sources: Mark W. Johnson, photo: Hilti.com]

 Illustration — HILTI 

From Product to Recurring Service
2000   2003

Sales 
force

Customer  

acquisition costs

Tool  

manufacturing 

& distribution
High  

quality  

tools

Builders

Transactional

Transactional  

tool sales

1 From Product to Recurring  
Service and Revenues

Managers of building companies have a lot 
more to worry about than just buying tools. 
Hilti recognizes that in 2000 and starts offering 
to track, repair, replace, and upgrade the 
whole tool fleet for their clients. This increases 
their productivity by ensuring they always 
have the right tools, properly maintained and 
reliable at all times. Hilti allows customers to 
lease the tools through a monthly subscription 
rather than paying for them upfront – enabling 
predictability of costs for building company 
managers and recurring revenues for Hilti.  
 

2 From Product-Related 
Activities to Service 
Provisioning

Hilti evolves its key activities 
from its core of manufacturing 
and sales to fleet manage- 
ment activities that enable 
tool tracking, repairing, 
replacement, and upgrading. 

3 From Sales Channel to  
Service Delivery Channels

Hilti retrains its sales force to speak to execu-
tives rather than project managers, and about 
logistics and efficiency rather than tools. It 
adds new online service channels to the tradi-
tional sales channel, raising awareness about 
the service, helping fleet customers access 
their inventory online, and enabling them to 
access Hilti easily in case of a problem with 
their tools.

4 From a Product to a Service Cost Structure

Hilti’s cost structure adapts to this new service 
orientation with new fleet management costs. 
To date, this shift has added over CHF1 billion 
worth of receivable volume to Hilti’s balance 
sheet. Even customer acquisition costs (CAC) 
increase, due to the longer sales and contract-
ing process with building company managers. 
The CAC, however, is now a one-time cost, 
leading to recurring revenues and opportuni-
ties for additional revenues with the long-term 
relationship.

2

3

4

1

Service-focused  

sales & marketing

Fleet 

management Tool fleet 

management

Construction  

company  

managers

Monthly  

service  

revenue

Fleet 

management

infrastructure

Inventory  

of tools Online

Fleet 

management

costs

Long-term 

contracts

Sales 
force

Customer 

acquisition 

costs

Tool manufacturing 

& distribution
High  

quality  

tools

BuildersTransactional

Transactional  

tool sales

From the original product model...

…to new recurring service model

Recurring service pattern

From Product  
to Recurring Services 
SHIFT PATTERN

SCORING 
Questions for Leaders
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Culture

‣trouver la bonne idée 
‣exécuter le plan 
‣contrôler les résultats 
‣éviter l’échec 
‣prédire le futur  

sur base du passé

l’innovation est compliquée dans les entreprises  
car elles croient souvent qu’il suffit de 
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INVENT/IMPROVE

The Portfolio Map

?

‣ trouver la bonne idée 
‣ exécuter le plan 
‣ contrôler les résultats 
‣ éviter l’échec 
‣ prédire le futur  

sur base du passé

Your exploitation culture 
cherishes the management, 
systematic improvement, and 
growth of existing business 

Your exploration culture cultivates 
the creation, discovery, validation, 
and acceleration of new ideas that 
are foreign to an organization

Cultivate Explore and Exploit  
Under One Roof



“If you want to understand a culture, 
you need to map it. 

Dave Gray, author and entrepreneur

Si vous voulez comprendre une culture, vous devez la cartographier

The Culture Map

Outcomes

Beta

Behaviours

Enablers/Blockers

copyright:  Strategyzer AG & Dave Gray, 2015
The makers of Business Model Generation and Strategyzer

dave gray:
davegrayinfo.com strategyzer.com

A Change Management Tool

Designed by: Date: Iteration:Designed for:

Every company has a corporate culture.  
 
Yet, too many companies let culture just happen. 
Invincible companies actively understand, design, 
and manage culture. They create world-class 
innovation and execution cultures that live in har-
mony. In this section we outline how you can map 
corporate culture and what it takes to create a 
world-class innovation culture.

What enables and blocks 
us from our goals?

What behaviors will  
allow us to achieve  
our desired outcomes?

What are our  
desired outcomes?
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DEFINITION

The Culture Map

policies, processes, reward systems, rituals, …

comportements

résultats

catalyseurs 
bloqueurs

“Cultivate corporate 
culture like a garden” What you want to “harvest”  

from a garden (fruits)

Elements that allow a garden  
to flourish (water, fertilizer)

The heart of your culture 

The Culture Map

Outcomes
The concrete positive or negative conse-
quences resulting from people’s behavior.  

Behaviors
How do individual and teams act or conduct 
themselves within the company? What do 
they do or say? How do they interact?  
What patterns do you notice?

Enablers/Blockers
The levers that lead to positive or negative 
behaviors inside your company. These could  
be formal policies, processes, and reward 
systems, or informal rituals and actions that 
influence people’s behaviors and, ultimately, 
influence a company’s outcomes.

The Culture Map

Outcomes

Beta

Behaviors

Enablers/Blockers

:  Strategyzer AG & Dave Gray, 2 0 1 5
The makers of Bu siness Model Generation and Strategyzer

:
davegrayinfo.com strategyzer.com

A Change Management Tool

Designed by: Date: Iteration:Designed for:

DAVE GRAY 

Author and entrepreneur

“If you want to understand 
culture, you need to map it.”

DEFINITION

The Culture Map
Together with Dave Gray , Strategyzer developed 
the Culture Map as a tool to design better- 
performing companies. The Culture Map is a  
practical , simple, and visual tool to understand, 
design, test, and manage the corporate culture 
you want to bring to fruition in your organization.  
In this book we use the Culture Map to map  
and design an innovation culture.
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Designing an Exploration Culture



what kind of behavior does an 
innovation culture require?

Outcomes

Behaviors

Enablers / Blockers

 Leadership Behavior
 
Leaders understand how innovation works 
and they invest a substantial amount of 
their time into innovation. They provide clear 
strategic guidance for innovation projects 
and they regularly review a company-wide 
exploit and explore portfolio. They are 
eager to explore new growth opportunities 
and they understand how the related risk  
is managed.

 Innovation Team Behavior
 
Innovators pursue ideas based on evidence  
from experiments, not their opinions or 
their boss’s opinions. Risk and uncertainty 
of ideas are systematically measured and 
projects start with cheap and quick experi-
ments. Experiment time and costs increase 
with increasing evidence and decreasing 
un certainty. People accumulate skills over 
years of practice and learn and grow from 
failures in any project.

Innovation  
Behaviors  
and Outcomes 
Invincible companies design great enablers  
and el iminate the blockers in each one of these 
three areas: leadership support, organizational 
design, and innovaton practice. This leads to  
the following innovation behaviors that you  
can observe: 

 Organizational Behavior
 
In organizations with an exploration culture,  
nobody gets fired for experimenting with new 
growth opportunities that fit the strategy. 
You find innovation on the agenda of the 
most important meetings and people choose 
innovation as a career path. Innovators 
understand the constraints of leaders and 
managers of the exisitng business and they, 
in return, do their best to help innovators. 
Exploration and execution form a true  
partnership to manage the present and 
explore the future. 

Culture Map: Innovation Culture Blockers

Leadership  
Support

Organizational 
Design

Innovation 
Practice

Leaders provide  
guidance for 
innovation

Eagerness  
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Innovators 

& executors 

collaborate
Ideas cho-

sen based 
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People grow inno 
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eral projectsCEO spends 40%+ 
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funnel reviewed 
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Start with 
cheap 
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People choose 
innovation as 
a career path

Systematic 
measurement 

of risk reduction

Inno & growth 
integral part of 

strategy

Resilient to 

change and 

disruption

Company assets 
leveraged for 
future growth

New growth engines

Retention and 

leverage of  

innovation talent Reduced  
innovation risk

Higher return 

on R&D

Inno on agenda 

of important 
meetings

Nobody gets 
fired for 

experimenting
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INNOVATION CULTURE

Behaviors

Eagerness  
to invent  

and pioneer

People choose 
innovation as  
a career path

Systematic 
measurement  of risk reduction

comportements
what kind of behavior does an 

innovation culture require?

which outcomes do we expect 
from an innovation culture?

Outcomes

Behaviors

Enablers / Blockers

 Leadership Behavior
 
Leaders understand how innovation works 
and they invest a substantial amount of 
their time into innovation. They provide clear 
strategic guidance for innovation projects 
and they regularly review a company-wide 
exploit and explore portfolio. They are 
eager to explore new growth opportunities 
and they understand how the related risk  
is managed.

 Innovation Team Behavior
 
Innovators pursue ideas based on evidence  
from experiments, not their opinions or 
their boss’s opinions. Risk and uncertainty 
of ideas are systematically measured and 
projects start with cheap and quick experi-
ments. Experiment time and costs increase 
with increasing evidence and decreasing 
un certainty. People accumulate skills over 
years of practice and learn and grow from 
failures in any project.

Innovation  
Behaviors  
and Outcomes 
Invincible companies design great enablers  
and el iminate the blockers in each one of these 
three areas: leadership support, organizational 
design, and innovaton practice. This leads to  
the following innovation behaviors that you  
can observe: 

 Organizational Behavior
 
In organizations with an exploration culture,  
nobody gets fired for experimenting with new 
growth opportunities that fit the strategy. 
You find innovation on the agenda of the 
most important meetings and people choose 
innovation as a career path. Innovators 
understand the constraints of leaders and 
managers of the exisitng business and they, 
in return, do their best to help innovators. 
Exploration and execution form a true  
partnership to manage the present and 
explore the future. 
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Behaviors and Outcomes

Resilient to 

change and 

disruption
Retention and 

leverage of 

innovation talents Reduced 
innovation risk

résultats

what blocks the development of 
a Lean Startup culture today?

Outcomes

Behaviors

Enablers / Blockers

 Leadership Support
 
Leaders focus predominantly on quarterly 
results and see innovation as a black box. 
There is no explicit innovation strategy, nor 
overall long-term innovation portfolio man-
agement. The management is locked into 
the current business model and exploring 
new directions is not part of the regular 
leadership discussion. 

 Innovation Practice
 
Innovation is a profession in itself, just like 
finance, marketing, or operations. You don’t 
get good at it overnight, but with experience 
over time. Not having a substantial team 
with innovation as their sole job description 
will prevent an organization from develop-
ing a world-class innovation practice. Just 
like finance, sales, or operations, innovation 
needs its own processes, key performance 
indicators (KPIs), and culture. 

Innovation  
Culture Blockers
 
In companies that lack innovation you can find at 
least some of the following innovation show stoppers: 

 Organizational Design
 
The reward system is geared toward man-
aging and improving the existing business 
model. Failure is not an option, which is 
mandatory for world-class operations 
management, but lethal for experimenting 
with new ideas. Innovation teams have little 
autonomy, are slowed down by operational 
processes, and it’s difficult for them to 
access customers and resources to exper-
iment (e.g. brand, prototyping resources, 
other expertise). 

Leaders provide  
guidance for 
innovation

Inno & growth 
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strategy
Reduced  

innovation risk

Company assets 
leveraged for 
future growth

New growth engines

Retention and 

leverage of  

innovation talent

Resilient to 

change and 

disruption
Higher return 

on R&D

Eagerness  
to invent  

and pioneer

Innovators 

& executors 

collaborate
Ideas cho-

sen based 

on evidence

Inno on agenda 

of important 
meetings

People grow inno 

skills over sev-

eral projectsCEO spends 40%+ 

time on innovation

Innovation 
funnel reviewed 
every quarter

Nobody gets 
fired for 

experimenting

Start with 
cheap 

experiments

People choose 
innovation as 
a career path

Systematic 
measurement 

of risk reduction

 Locked  
into current 

business 
model

 Innovation is seen as a black box

 General fear 
of failure

 Innovation 

lacks power
 Rewards system geared toward execution

 Short-term/
quarterly focus 

of leadership  Lack of skills, 
knowledge,  

and experience

 Lack of  

innovation 

strategy
 Linear 

processes

 Execution 

KPIs

 Lack of access 
to customers

 The highest 
paid person 
selects ideas

 Bureaucracy 

slowing down 

innovation

Culture Map: Innovation Culture Blockers
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Blockers

X Short term/ 

Quarterly focus of 

leadership
X Rewards system geared toward execution

X Execution 
KPIs

bloqueurs
what enables the development 

of an innovation culture?

INNOVATION CULTURE

EnablersInnovation  
Culture  
Assessment
 
In the previous sections we showed you how invin-
cible companies behave and how most companies 
still block innovation. Now let us show you how you 
can assess your innovation culture readiness with 
a scorecard we co-developed with Tenday i Viki, 
author of The Corporate Startup. Then we help you 
reflect on how you can move toward becoming an 
invincible company by putting the right enablers  
in place.  

Outcomes

Behaviors

Enablers / Blockers

To build an invincible  
company there are three 
main categories with  
three enablers each that 
you need to work on:

Leadership Support 
• Strategic Guidance: a clear and explicitly 
communicated innovation strategy that  
is an important part of the overall strategy.  
It defines where to play, what’s in, and 
what’s out.
• Resource Allocation: an institutionalized 
allocation of resources available for inno-
vation, which differs from the R&D budget. 
It includes a budget, time, and everything 
required to test business ideas. 
• Portfolio Management: the exploration  
of the whole innovation spectrum from  
efficiency innovations, to sustaining innova-
tions, to radical growth innovations with 
new business models. This includes a broad 
innovation funnel.

Organizational Design 
• Legitimacy and Power: the status that 
growth and innovation and teams working 
on that topic have within the organization. 
• Bridge to the Core: the access that growth 
and innovation has to resources and  
skills from the core business and the part-
nership that existing businesses build with 
innovation teams.
• Rewards and Incentives: a dedicated 
reward system that differs from manage-
ment and operations and is tailored  
for experimentation around growth and 
innovation.

Innovation Practice
• Innovation Tools: the application and 
mastery of state-of-the art innovation con-
cepts and tools that are practiced across 
leading organizations.
• Process Management: dedicated innova-
tion processes and metrics that measure 
the reduction of risk and uncertainty from 
idea to scalable business.
• Skills Development: the existence of 
world-class innovation skills and experience 
across your organization, from professional 
innovation teams to existing business units. 

 Resource 

allocation

 Portfolio 
Management

 Strategic 
Guidance

 Bridge  

to the core

 Rewards  
and incentives

 Legitimacy 
and power

 Skills 

development

 Process 
management

 Innovation 
tools
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Leadership Support

 Resource 

allocation

 Portfolio 
management

 Strategic 
guidance

Strategic Guidance 
Resource Allocation 
Portfolio Management 

INNOVATION CULTURE

Organizational Design

Legitimacy and Power 
Bridge to the Core 
Rewards and Incentives 

 Bridge  

to the core

 Rewards  
and incentives

 Legitimacy 
and power

Legitimacy, Power  
and Bridge to the Core

EXPLOITEXPLORE

ORGANIZATIONAL DESIGN

Org Chart

Chief Entrepreneur CEO

INNOVATION CULTURE

Innovation Practice

Innovation Tools 
Process Management  
Skills Development 

 Skills 

development

 Process 
management

 Innovation 
tools



Portfolio  
Guidance

Innovation Tools

Corporate  
Identity  
Triangle

Portfolio  
Map

Culture  
Map

Innovation Metrics Test Card Learning Card

Learning CardTest Card

Business Environment Map

Business Model Canvas

Value Proposition Canvas

SCORING 
Innovation Culture Readiness

 
How ready are you to become  
an invincible company? 

 □Give your company a score from  
0 to 5 for each area.
 □Define which area you’d like to 
improve over the next 12 and 36 
months.
 □ Eliminate the blockers and imple-
ment the enablers that will help 
you achieve your improvement 
goals. 

BEGINNER
We have little  

to no experience  
with this topic

We have  
some 

experience

INTERMEDIATE
We regularly  

work this way,  
but not systematically

We  
frequently  
work this 

way

WORLD CLASS
Our practice is  

used as a case study  
for others to learn from

Leadership 
Support

Strategic  
Guidance Leadership does not provide  

explicit strategic guidance for innovation
There is some strategic guidance for innovation but 

not everybody in the company knows it
Leadership provides strategic innovation guidance 
at important meetings and everybody knows it

Resource  
Allocation Resources for innovation are  

bootstrapped or on an ad-hoc project basis
Resources for innovation are available, but they are 

not substantial and not protected
Resources for innovation are institutionalized and 
leaders commit at least 50% of their time to innovation

Portfolio  
Management Leadership is  

mainly focused on  
improving the core business

We make some investments to  
explore the future and new business models,  

but it's not systematic

Leadership is eager to pioneer and invests in a 
large innovation pipeline of small bets of which the 

best get follow-up investments

Organizational 
Design

Legitimacy   
and Power Innovation projects are skunk work  

and outside official channels
Innovation is officially in the org chart,  

but lacks power and influence
Innovation is at the very top of the org chart  

and has power and influence

Bridge to  
the Core Innovation teams have limited or no access to cus-

tomers, resources, and skills of the core business
The core business and innovation teams  

collaborate, but there are conflicts
There are clear policies that help innovation teams 
and the core business collaborate as equal partners

Rewards  
and  

Incentives Innovation does not have a dedicated incentive 
system that differs from the core business

We have some incentives in place to encourage 
innovation and reward it differently from execution

Innovation has a dedicated incentive system that 
rewards experimentation and new value creation

Innovation  
Practice

Innovation  
Tools We do not use business model, lean startup,  

or design thinking tools for innovation
Business model, lean startup, or design thinking 

tools are used in pockets of the organization
Business model, lean startup, or design thinking 

tools are widely adopted and mastered

Process  
Management Our processes are linear and  

requiredetailed business plans with  
financial projections

We occasionally use iterative processes  
and systematic business experiments  

to test business ideas

Our processes are optimized for innovation  
and we systematically measure the reduction  

of risk in new ideas

Innovation  
Skills We don’t hire for innovation skills and experience 

and don’t develop them
We occasionally hire experienced innovation talent 

and train some specialized staff in innovation
We hire and develop world class innovation talent 
with extensive experience across the organization

Innovation  
Culture  
Readiness
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ASSESSMENT

Innovation Culture Readiness

Êtes-vous prêt(e) pour l’innovation ?

Business Model Patterns
HOW WE’RE DOING

Corporate Identity
WHO WE ARE

Portfolio Map
WHAT WE’RE DOING

Culture Map
HOW WE’LL DO IT

Invent Improve

PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT


